Interdependence between cooperativity and control coefficients.
Influence of the concentration of internal metabolites on the control coefficient (defined as fractional change in flux per fractional change in enzyme activity) and regulatory properties of a given enzyme have been studied theoretically using a cyclic model of three enzymes. This model is useful to investigate the properties of the flux control coefficient for an enzyme following different rate equations. Enzymes can have high or low values of control coefficient irrespective of the type of kinetic equation, but the results obtained show that the sensitivity of these values to substrate variations is strongly dependent on its rate equation. These results help identify which kinetic equation allows the best control of a given metabolic pathway. These results have been applied to the purine nucleotide cycle. It is demonstrated that the best control of the cycle is reached when the irreversible reaction catalyzed by AMP deaminase follows a rate law that corresponds to a rational function of 2:2 degree with respect to AMP concentration.